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Chapter 1550 

In the evening, Severin’s family took Elsa to a large restaurant for a celebration. They also introduced 

Elsa to the Shanahans, as well as the many hall masters. 

The next morning, Severin shared his alchemy knowledge and several recipes with Elsa. Once that was 

all done, he–along with Sofia, Sheila, and Diane–soared into the distance on his flying sword. 

“It feels amazing to ride a flying sword. It’s so much faster than flying without any support,” Sheila 

remarked as she gazed 

down. 

Diane felt the cool breeze around her and added, “I had no idea something so powerful would exist in 

this world. It all feels like a dream.” 

Severin smiled and replied, “It’s pretty slow, if you ask me. There’s no need to rush since we’re traveling 

together. Let’s just enjoy the scenery along the journey.” 

Diane chuckled. “It’s my first time on your flying sword, and it’s also Sheila’s first time. We probably 

would have a hard time getting used to it. If you go too fast, and we might even get uneasy. 

“Yeah. I’m quite comfortable with this speed.” Sheila agreed. 

“Let me know if I’m going in the wrong direction, Sofia. I’ll adjust our course then,” Severin said, turning 

to Sofia. 

Sofia smiled wryly and responded, “The general direction that we should be heading should be toward 

the southeast. I don’t know the exact location because I’ve never been there before. Once we arrive, we 

can ask the locals on the nearby island. They should have the information we need.” 

Severin nodded in agreement. He acknowledged that it was their best course of action since no one in 

their group had been to the destination before. 

As the sky darkened, Severin and his companions arrived by the sea at a place called Hillsea City. 

“It’s getting late. Let’s stay here for the night and continue our journey tomorrow morning.” Severin 

suggested, gesturing toward a nearby city. 

Sheila chimed in. “Sure. I’m not one to miss a chance to go shopping and enjoy a meal with just the four 

of us.” 

Diane teased Sheila, saying, “You love shopping, don’t you?” 

Shella replied, shrugging. “It’s been a while since I had the opportunity to go shopping with Severin, and 

Hillsea City is a bustling tourist destination with plenty of visitors coming in annually. It’s very lively 

here.” 
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Severin then suggested, “Let’s go. I’m sure there are a lot of practitioners here, and the spiritual energy 

here is rather strong too. We’ll fly there instead of using the flying sword. I’ll stow it away to avoid 

drawing unnecessary attention to us, 

Sheila teased Severin. “What do you have to worry about? You’re strong enough that there probably 

won’t be any threats that you can’t handle,” 

Severin smiled and responded, “I’m not scared of these threats. I just want to avoid any unwarranted 

trouble.” 

With the flying sword safely put away, the four of them gradually made their way toward the city. 

 


